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WHY DON'T YOU BELIEVE
me? By Wim Stray chThere’vo always boon people who absolutely rebase to believe a story, however nice it sounds, if it's not printed in t-ieir own lavorite iaily paper, bince the days of a certain Thomas this fact brought sorrow and shame to many a man. nnd though tne situation improved a lot when science fiction was invented (the flying saucers also did tneir bit), trustful believing is still a far idea in this world.Ask poor Johnny Malcolm (no relation to possible otner ?ialcolms), who’s now looking for rooms all over our cit^y, just because ol this hateful disbelief, if any of you guys, or dolls, know of a nice apartment to let, give him the word, won’t you? That is, if you believe my story, which I doubt, but at least you are stf fans.The whole thing started that night when Johnny was marching nome from somewhere. The boy was just coming home, as you and 1 and hundreds of other people are doing every night. It was just that ae was feeling 30 lonely that made the difference, when a young man, of small means and too shy by nature to easily make friends, has to live all by himself in rented rooms, he's bound to get lonesome, see? The more so, when such a nan is walking beneath the stars and spring in the air and couples in love passing him by. Under such circumstances, ‘'lonely'1 is nardly the word. ".Lousy'', tnat's it. I didn't even have to look it up in my dictionary. It must be the proper word, because I've heard it a thousand times from the u-.I.'s of 1945. So that was how Jolin was feeling when he first saw that kitten. To tell the truth, he actually didn't see it just then, but ne wouldn’t have seen the beast at all if her wailing cries hadn't blended so nicely with his thoughts. for a moment ne didn't know if tnose plaintive tones originated in his head or outside. And he nad to make sure, fortunately, the kitten was there to relieve his fears, in this way ne started with a disadvantage immediately. Generally, scumny didn't go for cats.Dogs, yes, cats, no. Though somehow or other he'd never gotten to buying one, his own dog, looking at it's master (Johnny) with adoring eyes, but normally, he wouldn't have looked twice at a cat. Mot until now. This goes to show you again how deep a man may sink in his longing for company. This is a penetrating thought, at which I arrived after long thinking, well, not that long, m^ybe, but long enough to give Johnny the opportunity to come down on nis knees beside the little beast. Wot long enough, unfortunately, to miss the peculiar sounds he was producing. Did you ever hear women fussing over a baby? nust I say more?In the meantime, the kitten was washing its paws, as is their way; I mean, mewing like mad to get your attention, and getting dignified vhen you start making '’pussy, pussy'*. This one was no better than its Cellows. hacAi time Johnny walked away, it followed, imitating the tortured souls in hell. vJhen he returned, it sat down and looked elsewhere. Being the kind-hearted man Johnny was, this procedure could have only one, Inevitable, result. In fact, the cat knew long before John arrived at the same conclusion, and at his front door with the kitten in his arms. Jp the stairs they went. Softly, softly, on tiptoe, as not to disturb lis landlady in her slumbers, juand ladies are a suspicious lot, he knew. Always thinking the worst, and without the slightest understanding for



‘•just an innocent friendship ,f# hut that’s wore a personal experience, and has nothing to do with John, wno reacaed ills room unseen and unheard, He noped. but what is hope? I’ve hoped to get rich since the days of my youth, but will I?? Ha.’The kitten felt at home immediately, and after exploring Her new- found haven, she curled herself on her benefactor's lap and left him to his own thoughts. wishful thoughts, 1 must confess. He had company now, sure. His room seemed to be somewhat brighter, sure, but to call the situation highly entertaining, well..... no, Now, if instead of this kitten, he’d gotten a nice, big dog, to which you could speak vigorous, manly words......And John, always inclined to day dreaming, got so absorbed in this particular dream, that he soon didn't even realize tne reality in nis lap anymore. It is a regrettable oversight, because, where a few minutes ago the kitten had been, was now a hazy, misty shimmering substance, wnereapon the lovers of supernatural phenomenons would have feasted Por one moment, growing bigger all tne time, it seemed a strange miscut of cat and dog, but then John's imagination made a daring leap, and with an exasperated sigh,the nearly steadied outline on his lap disappeared anew in swirling mists. It grew rapidly, and increased so much in weight now, that even the most obstinate daydreamer couldn't possibly have failed to notice. Too late now to move nimself away from the horror on his lax-, John could only stare and swallow. Before he actually realized what ne was staring at, the most beutiful girl he ever saw was staring back at him. And believe me, she was wortn a look or two.
wear no weren't fell on me. And

Now, I don't want to write a pornographic story, but I must keep it scientifically justified, m respect of this, may 1 remind you of tne fact that kittens clothes, and that clothes have to come from somewnere, and they there before. It was Newton himself who found this when tne apple his head, what's good enough for him should be good enough for you.Consequently, the girl in John's lap was just that. I mean, just a girl, without superfluous additions, ^ven John, who never had a sister, could see that much. There were ’’things” to be seen that didn't leave a doubt, and John wasn't blind, neither was the girl. Tnough newborn, as you might call her, sho very well noticed the admiration in ms eyes. Her first words proved her womanhood, illogical as ever: ’’do tills is now you want me to be. why didn't you tell me sooner? why give me so much trouble? ■’Seo what I mean? womens Always ready to put the blame on a man.;'You know, wo from \Zenus can take any form we want, of course, but the custom is to take tne form our partner wants, 'ihat’s only decent, isn't it? when 1 crashed hero on your planet, However, it being the first time 1 could come so far, 1 didn't know the preferanco of people here. So whit could 1 do? I had to contact someone, somehow, didn't 1? And then you came along. I tried to read your mind, and you did think of that little animal, didn't you? Or was it that bigger one first? 1 got so mixed up, and 1 tried everything, and it got to be this form, and.... / do you mind terribly, Johnny?’’ Johnny didn't. Had ho boon thinking of a ^4 (con ' t on page 6 )



to thinking about some ofvan <.anson’s article a fow VOID’S ago set methe d.itxiculties m trying to be a fan in a non-English-speaking country Disregarding the more obvious things such as lack of stfmags and inabil-' ity ox many people to read the few U.8. and U.K, ones that do drift in how about the trutan who wants to spread the word around?Mow,it's bad enough in the United states and khgland. If I, for inatann*. walsea to the nan Un The street and said, "Say, friend, ever consider lots of egoboo, read fanmags, and so on. Engage in alittle crifanac. Kicks ’ “—why, i«d get a nell of a blank stare.ihe sicuauion is worse in Europe, I should imagine. For instance, just how do you translate 'fandom'' and “ogoboo“ and “crifanac"? On, sure, you the origlonal terms, but their meaning then is even le..>s clear than they are in English. Uhu, at least in English they employ recognizable English constructions (the “dom“ in '‘fandom1’) and pa±?ts ox normal words (crifanac' and “egoboo"). once you explain the meaning to an English-speaking person he can grasp the way the word grew. To a man who speaks a different language, the word is a mystery even after he knows its meaning, and hell, some of the words are pretty interesting by dint of their very construction. “Egoboo'’, for instance, has a prettyaccustomed to the semantic connotations ox the sounds m English.? d®c.id! t(? translate fannish jargon, you'll still run into dixxiculty. Is xandom' masculine or feminine? (Of course, oanev would assign it to a neuter article, but that’s beside the point.)Or let’s say you’re in Spain and you want to drop off a few Kie brnthAr s Watching You.’1 cards, after a few times you’ll suddenly realize thatf PqQfD*0J10 xind the cards don’t have perplexed expressions on their faces for the reason you intended them—hell, they can’t read them’ translate them, but what kick is there in leaving cards saying “ei* nermano Mayor esta mirandole a Ud."? Somehow it tZkes all the fun out of
ef/mo-t" t0 S?t t0 haV® your Huote-oards read "Tuckercsl morL ...no lun at all, I say.
f^l/^^e“S^ee^d’have8aPdlaBl Ma^doS®established at all 

could — ** trublueWf^h

LtTsavF "InaHhT\rr?f03*ur ZLoyd Sorilch stands before the class mirth y 4 (Pan th®re was Ghu. he created fan-heaven andmirtn,. (fan-style humor is supposed to be the main thine th nt-Us Apart irom ordinary mortals.) He tells all the eager neofen about^he could Lt thKin.Klf aiSid caste, system (perhaps for a beginning we conia got this installed as a special section for sociology majors) the lannish language. Textbooks? why, "The Immortal Gtorm^and3 ’



th© ’‘x‘,ancyolo^c<W,.
whopping on0-stoW^ssi£n.*ttradesawo^ wouid bo oncone-shot received. The professor could bJ(, ^^i^^ihod by the reviews the xanmag by assigning term reports, id Eath&r much material for his own
rate major field ot study a fe’ ’« L? Yld ovon gct fa»dora in as a septt- handling the operation of ’ duJi catin?^tLhoari'iculu™ could be added could be established placing eZhS typea* * ciaaac^htrate on^hoK018’ wiU aoc^'
could wearnrobesAmadeSofamimeo Sclls^ha^^^ majored in fandom
get a genyouwine certified swamp-crittu? badge! th°SS "h° passed oouidkitten before he saw ^ae'f^)

us^he^d t66? ^ey^ have ha^oned
““"- ,6,„ t.m.,^4 *-..3^ 3:?^
«“*“2 „0.a iS. XJXXS '■•!»» ** * —---------- ---------------A NOTES----- - ----have, I'd better g^t^my editokar^horoTLn^” d°Wadany pages lt'11 that comes along later. If you are eh„ \5 X can’ and add anything else and reads everything but the editorial ?™ ferson ^opages through fmz there is a conrop at the end of tMsh ’ (TM ?h not^ed that

5®^®? noacoSepJx')e"'Ot °n ”e’in the Christmas vacation, and the second part1 belng “limeoedreport and anything else that comes in t( h cb W1U contain thewithout material to work over) p- certain reviews are
“ XXXXXXK?sixCJ"“pros™there is a system to i t. 7? The voarlv m < GrOrman ----- $humor and puns (there's a difference7 ''wi^|C2rd; filled with good re^d, and I didn't sleep well that night drived on^mas eve, was!n possibly not^Oh^ell,6 yo^can hope edxtorial thinS later on, and ............  ...........gabt:



VOID Or maybe this should be called ’.Null neviews’, it seems to mean the same thing. Oh well..,..reviewsthe column with the monotonoustitle
TaCITUh, benny bodek, editor, 1432 Calhoun Bt., New Orleans 18, Louisiana. 15/ a throw, 4/50p, pubbed about eight times a year, which makes it............ah...irregular, mimeoed. TAO is an interesting little mag, from the dauth, and naturally real southern and like that. It's one of the advance guard oi‘ a great flood, like the red tide, of southern zines that are sure to crop up in the near future, I say this because the bouth is beginning to be heard now in the fannish world, with zines like KiITOmE (which by all signs, tho, has folded), Hala, and TaC. Also, though I haven’t seen a copy of it, I hear Jan Sadler has her SnANder out now. ’’The Chopping Block” is fanzines by the editor, and very well done, too. 1 see Benny reviews VOID, and even believes that Chola line. Another who couldn’t see through it all. The Clevention report by nent Corey, editor of ALICE, is pretty good, and gives the Lowdown on ’Cheech Beldone Ellison’ and the New York gang. Jan Sadler, femmefan of 16, gives a conrep on the Agacon, which by all appearances was a real riot. I’ve been to many of the places mentioned, and it seems a funny thing to look back on someone else’s views of the same place. Dallas Derogation is a well done takeoff on Raeburn’s Derelictl Derogation, and brings to light the few fans of Dallas............oops..............Dallas region. The Silent One listens is an above- adverage lettered, and the most amazing thing about it is the fact that Rick Sneary didn’t misspell one word in his whole letter, which was four pharagraphs. And that’s no mean thing, believe me. Or maybe I can’t tell if they’re wrong............AlbHa, Jan Jansen and Dave Ven^elmans, eds. 229 berchemlei Borgerhbut, Antwerp, Belgium. 15/ each (?), quarterly, mimeoed. Thish of allHA is the first of the quarterly series, and the last of the co-editor issues. Prom now on there will bo two ’A’s under the same cover. There will be a ’Jan’ section and a ’Dave’ section, each run under different editors and containing what each selects for the zine. Just like the old COBMaG/bPD days, except the pages might not be reversed. The reason for the split is not given, but I have a good idea from what JJ told me a while back. An’ I ain't gone say, neither.... There's an article on religion by Anton Ragatzy which is adverage, and not what I consider the right to^ic for fanzines. Religion is becoming a large subject (always has been, for that matter), and has been played up a lot in fanzines. But I maintain that fanmags are for fannish (or, if you prefer, sercon) material, not religion. I’d suggest a change or something. Ambrosia this time is small but interesting, and good. I’m waiting to see what will happen to ’a’ when it splits.UMBRa, John Hitchcock, ye ed. 15 arbutus ^ve., Baltimore 28, Md. 10/ per, 3/25/, irregular but frequent, duplicated. John is a college student who has a thrist for fandom and foreign languages. *nd his mag reflects his personality very well. The editorial, Bn Thi Apxhi is good, but 1 wish I knew what the blamed thing meant. Sounds like Greek or maybe Latin; they used a lot of 'x’s. Larry St.;rk writes of the many sms of the guy who owns NBC, rat Weaver. The ed nimself gives his life history with fannish comments, and writes one of the best things in the issue. The nan kith a roker was fairly interesting, and could be commented on with humorous results, but I don’t feel like doing it. bit Vlaanderen (who thinks up these titles?) ihigels by J^n Jansen is the best thing in the issue, and very well written. It concerns the policy of faneds toward staples and other fanzines, a topic which never 1 ^ars out in my opinion. The many things a faned has to make decisions on and the things he r? should bo aware of make interesting reading for me, and not only / 



because it’3 my concern, either, Uiwhn’s letter coturH; is above adverago, and. I found G<>M, Carr’s missive the most interesting of tnc lot8 which brings us to Chi’ckenscratches, reviews by the editor, besides the mistake on how to spell Texas (John obviously forgot to put the typer back on normal and the shift lock rolled merrily along.) the reviews arc very good, and well writton, in short, UwdiUt is a Jolly (food andit would be to your advantage to get it.BEM, Mal xishworth and Ted white, eds. Malosh’s address 2 40, Makin dt., Tong St,, Bradford 4, Yorks, England. Irregular, mimeoed, Inis is the well-known next-to-the-last-issue of bEw, tho humor-zino of Britian. Not the humor-zine, you understand, but about the best, I think, '’Undo Erank an3 the Early Birds*’ by Nigel Lindsay was the funniest thing by far, and tho best lino was "Bnakes are not slimy, they just glisten. *’ That sent, me into bellows of laughter. Next comos a williscapoade, '’The Case Of the uitappearing Ean”, that explains why bob Tucker returned from the dead, amoung other things, lost Humus’ most interesting letter was by Terry Jeeves, using the Jeeves Kwik-Bpeed dummying system, Glancing down the page it occurs to mo that there is still another Carr now in fandom, G.M., Terry, and now Joan. If This Ooes un............ .myway, 1 would advise you to got tho last ish of lEm, as I suspect it will have that something special which makes the last issues of good mags their best.rEON, neo hiddlo, cd, 108 Dunham St., Norwich, Conn. 20/ each, $>1,00/6, irregular, mimeoed. It seems every issue of PEON gets better. Either the duplication improves, the material is above PEOim’s high adverage, or there arc some good cartoons that highlight the issue. This number has everything, and all of them good, Lee has a new mimeograph, of foreign make, electrically operated, which yields wonderful results. Now if it was only done in royal blue ink..... ’’The Eall of Ygnarth'1 by Zin Carter is a well- writton fantasy about the various kingdoms and such of Ikranos, a not- land. Eantastuff, by Terry Carr, is one of tho best columns PHON carries, and tho only one devoted to ^ure interesting notes; its main asset is the way Torry keeps them short and to the point. The fannish ’Perfect Squelch’ this issue is teriffic. Eric Bentcliffe carries on in fine fashion, followed by Jim Harmon, who makes another dasn at satire; this time ’rete Eriday’s Dragging blues’. Sort of good, but....well, there h^ve been others. Bob Lowndes does a longish (for the subject) articleon~"Lais in Criticism1’ and Ted watkins comes after on science fiction. Dave Mason, the editor of COUP, writes about the Old Ean and the nast Eanzine very well and ends on a political note. PEON Notes by neo himself relates the story of his meeting with dasil Goukis, a Creek fan. All in all, PEON is one of the best mags around today, and if you’re not receiving it now, write nee at once.PSI, Lyle Amlin, ed. 307 E. mimeoed with dupered cover. Elorida, Hemet, Calif. 10/ each, bi-monthly, Since its first issue PSI has improved a lot, and now has 24 pages. The mimeographing came through on the cover and ruined it, but there wasn’t much to ruin in the first place. The first editorial is good, above adverage, and the second better, non nllik is a character. Pete Eberhard rambles on about some outdated books (like I Am LEGEND) and does an adverage job of it. Eelice Perew writes about some experiments in telepathy which didn’t prove much, and tries to project the Spell Of The Unknown around, failing miserably, uyie runs a rating column in his zine, a pratice I would like to see more of, though I realize it’s a lot of work, rrovides egoboo, and you've got to admit that it helps. Not much, tho. Janus, a poem of four lines, takes an entire page, in lettering guides, yet. A mighty weak excuse Tor filling up space, if you ask me. The editor does the fai mag reviews, and doesn't understand, of all zines, GKUE. This represents the reviewing attitude very well, and youQ can draw your opinion from that statement. Dainis Bisenieks writes 



very well on on unlikely subjects exploring the moon P°f° ^15" J n^ ste: jsn 4^the material thin this issue. Thon, at tno end ox tho col^n{, ';, ;eGon rap® Taking^evorything Into^oMideration? iTsay the fma isn't bad at allj just a little above advorage.rawiRFR Alan Dodd, ed, 77, dtanstead nd,, Hoddesdon, Horts., England.CAlldEK, <a-Lan ou i T’fcMnir Alan will aond you a copy x or a let^or. 01 IH^lar, and ^^“r*ited i? was raining, and we werewaiting to be picked up at the local aYa. Ths family car U '52 black "*“ing to oe ^ic^u *P t0 it througn ft hail of w?t droplets. In ?he envelope lying on the front seat \x^f and the flap fell open, as a shower of sheets flow out. All 33 of them. How, 1 like to receive CamBER but if I have to assemble it myself... as a matter of lact, me Of the things that makes it hard to assemble aro tho hard covers They're Sough toget staples through, and then there's tne other 31 sheets, nakos it hard to hold the mag, also. Confused Thinking, by the editoi, 1o.(m . ry 1 couldn't resLttoht) How To nive On A dtaple Diet by non Bennett I think is the best thing in tne issue, and was throughly enjoyed lor its informative value. Tho the subject is a little old, the Staple war appears to still bo alive and kicking. I expect it will keep that way for quitea long while. There are 13 egobooful pages of fa^’ia8 the editor, and a running account ol the wars Of lh^ Gods Of Fandom1' by Vernon Ashworth, ^ern seems to be half-in, half-out of fandom, a state I know just won’t exist for very long under his conditions, having a brother in fandom, reading fmz, and writing occasional letters and articles like this; they all help to drag a person into the marsh. Terry Jeeves has more eeob°° mono issue than I've ever seen before, being mentioned 92 times. The rest contains 30 cages of letters, and this gets a little boring towards the end. .00 u.u ?fSa good thing, y'know.... if I were you, I’d send xor a$ s°°^ a*possible. It may not nave tne best material, but it nas a high adverage, which is more than you can say for many other zines.
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HYPHEN, Chuck Harris and wait Willis, eds. Walt’s address is 170 Upper HelTtowiards Hoad, Belfast, Morth Ireland. Irregular, oestontured, 1 / 1/- a copy. Unfortunately, it's been a long time since the 14th issue ox /” came out, and I can imagine the pleas wait received in the mail xor tne next ish^ The cover knocks a film Jim liked (and drew much comment the more scientific amoung us), woodchuck Harris contemplates joining Fakefandom, and damon knight reports in fine fashion tnu Uievenuion, a rather calm affair. I wonder if that theory (can't remember where -heard it) about the Americonventions has some truth in it. 5P was wild, o calm '54 a mad house, and this year's was moderate again, crhoc^save New York bill Temple recounts his moving adventures, a thing _nau hnnoens to us very often, but at least we don’t get sucn charactuio "help" us! John nerry tells of Bob ("Breuker of the Eanlight' Shaw ana tiis attempted dirty trick on George Charters, followed by iallure. 10T0 maintains its high standard with good exerpts and interlineations, wnilo Sadie Shaw, boSh’s Frau describes their tram^ to James white’s house ano. back all for nil. Another Chuck Harris (luckily he's not on this continent) makes implications right and left about his (there's a word 1 can u think of here; it means a person who has the same name as anotner) and WAW. An article like this makes one Stop And Think. 11 just one Ouu jhese things was true, 'twould bo quite a story, put then, I suppose lucker- wasn't really born twice....was he? , XBoSh admits he’s soft-hearted, and the readers riot (sorry, Kon..,)^ 



COWEaB, Bob Aetarowsky, ed, box 63^, Norfolk, webr. Trade ox1 letter will g1©^ you one, maybe some money, "A sometimes-zine", dittoed, The last issue of CONFAB was one yeax1 ago, Janurary 31, ~nd 1 had given up all hope of ever seeing it for a long time,, So the other day this thin group of dittoed shoots held together b> a few staples came in with the regular shipment of fmz from the States (have to come over by ship, y’know). hshm (doos anybody know who he is?) is everpresent with nis ilios, few bad, most good, and Bloch renders more entertainment per page of type than anybody else. Fly copy has one bright page in it (7) and the rest look as if they could use a shot of gin or whatever Bob uses, The CuhEab o£ old may return if it pan get up the necessary spirit (not gin), but this is a small example of what it used to be. net’s wait and see if anything happens.Out of the darkness of England comes THIODE, Terry. Jeeves and brie Bent- cliffe, eda, Brio’s address is 47, AlTcTis^'St,, Greatmoor, Etockport,Uhes., England, Irregular..,about every three months, 15/ each, mimeoed, with acid, to boot. This arrived in a large envelope along with a letter from Eric. And a large envelope it needed, alright, it has 50 pages to it, andweighs about 6 oz. The front and bacovers must sop up the ink, as theeffect is one of pure black. Gutting a stencil with acid is something I’venever tried before, and this is the first time i’ve even heard of it, forthat matter. The effect is good, but the bacover looks a Tittle overdone, with all that black. And then again, the pad doesn’t always strike the page evenly, the ink doesn’t come through, or EDhETHIHG doesn’t always go right, because my copy has a patch of white near the side. These are small matters, tho, for the use of acid is the best I think could be done, and the result far better than ordinary shading,when 1 opened THIODE I noticed at once the photo-offset page inside. Thish has four "flying saucer11 pics, which could have been easily faked, and some hones t*»to«gosh faaaaaaans« too. Of course, 1 recognized hob bloch at once in tne picture with Harlan Ellison, Evelyn trold, and Ego Clarke. Gregg Calkins shocked me with nis fish shirt, and partly because he looks something like me. roor thing. John Berry looked weird with nis conservative suit, and Charles Wells looked intelligent. The flying saucers looked like old television tubes caught in flight. And Cave Vendelmans looked. Dave Emi th tells us how to spell, but I already knew the stuff mentioned. This is old hat compared to the chants I’ve heard at meetings of the aEEu. Bor once the editor doesn't review fanzines (ahem) and lets Don .alien do it. Very good job, too, x ete Boyle has family trouble and left me wondering about Willis' age. Pan-Dance is an interesting lettered, and easy to read. John Berry turns up again like lice, with "Coup de Grass" and later on with the "fixture History of Pandora", both first-class. malAsh reveals the fact that he is a fiend for all the world to see. but we know that already, so that’s not new at all, THIODE is a good mag, and I’m wondering how to pronounce it, even tno it is one of the best things being pubbed in England today. Get it.ANDROmoda, Walt Ernsting, ed. Ruppichteroth/Eiegkreis, Velken, Germany. 50 pi or maybe a letter, quarterly, mimeoed. AnDRO has its second issue out, and it’s a great improvement. The cover is drawn by a pro artist, and a lot better than last issues'. Walt has been able to get some scientific articles and even a Clevention report fxcm Porry Ackerman, which has raised the level some. The headings are on the adverage, but the typed ones don’t make much of an impression. The headings that are illustrated are copied from the columns of tne Etateside promags, and still well-drawn. To keep it from being entirely sercon, wait has included some fanzine reviews. JNot many, but it’s still something. Julain barr will probably have a further review of AiWhO later on in this issue V ©very thing goes right. At least he can read the material.f ) well, that’s all for this issue, 1’11 seo you later on if there’s rbWi. _ ^reg
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JOE LtIBSOM, 6708 warrill, Chicago 49, Ill., scrawls......Your chain-letter scheme is as bad as your "chola" campaign, both arc nonsense and I can’t get interested. And tho usually I’d be quite pleased and smug about the play I got in 7oid 4--the lead article and a good say in the letter column--it seemed this time 1 was rather depressed by it.The reason is simple enough; I hoped for more from Continental fans. I’d like an article by Julain x arr on the “Bonn Incident1' brnsting mentions in his article this ish. I'd like a more complete review of AiWkO and xKB by, say, Anne Steul, because all you did was merely say they were published I’d like to know the titles of a few articles they had, who wrote ’em, and what they were about, Even if I wrote the editors for free copies, as you suggest, if they’re in German I’d know Cglittle more than I do now, after receiving tnem--and I don't ^*77^know (you obviously didn’t, either) that I would receive an .But apparently things were popping around there so fast yo/ <. . trouble just keeping score, without banking any fancy shoe ... ’but I was slightly disappointed that the letter columndidn’t have more discussion of Jansen’s article, particularly by I z / Contifen, rather than so much jousting at chola windmills-- ( /[ or is it ginmills? must be I’m going SerUon’ however, theinterest evoked by your accounts of fan-gatherings, and Jan's of fan-festivities, was a pure symptom of TruEan fever. Your continued reports were the best thing in this issue, too; may as well reconcile yourself to its becoming a regular column-tyFe feature from now on.This sudden appearance of two (possibly three?) German fanzines tends to make hash of some of my statements in my article, deems 1 dwelt too much on the early growth of Amerifandom via monthly promag letter columns, assuming entirely too great a parallel between that prehistoric era and the current growth of Continental fandom. I’d have remembered, if I took time, that Amerifandom came onstage when stf collectors weren’t even called "collectors'1 because enough stf hadn’ t yet been printed to make a sizeable collection.’ But in Europe today, there are collectors with enough stf on hand to be called collectors; there are even enough collectors around to be calling each other names,’ It is now quite obvious that you don’t need a monthly promag letter column to start them corresponding, publishing fanzines, and forming fanclubs for the explicit purpose thereof--with a rare SerCon project actually completed, if only to lend variety to the proceedings. And with as much activity as has shown itself lately, I would guess there are far more stf enthusiasts in that hunk of geography than Jansen, Ernsting, and most of the others suspect.Of course, I'm not saying a monthly promag letter column wouldn't certainly would, culling the fans from a promag's mass of readers. But it was sheer accident that the U.S. ever nad monthly stf promags when we did. They were brought out by chain publishers, mere additions to the detective, western, and love-story pulps they were already publishing. And few stf promags ever made money on a monthly schedule; more often, the detective, western and love-story pulp zines paid off the losses of the sf pulps. And for years, the publishers considered sf to be a mere parasitic growth--with the resuJt that, during those same years, we had stf^  ̂mags with lurid, bright colors and nakkid girls because that's what ’ * 



sold the detective, western and love-story mags. x*'ew Amerifans at the time were willing to appreciate this situation.Oddly enough, what killed off tne pulp magazines seemed to make stf popular, anyway, the bottom dropped out of the pulp market-~-but when street oc bmith, the biggest chain publisher, begin dropping its pulp mags it 1 ound that Astounding was paying off. The same happened when biff- Davis dropped all their pulps but Amazing and fantastic. This news, amoung publishers, is where tne postwar boom actually begin that flooded the U.b. newsstands with sf. The market was throughly gutted. It killed stf’s popularity.Now that the boom has gone, most stf mags are again finding that they can't show profit on a monthly schedule, And today, most of tnem naven’t any detective, western, or love-^tory brethren to pay the bills, do they’re going bi-monthly or quarterly, Or'just going. A lot of the good prozine letter columns have vanished. New fans aren't being coaxed in from the general readersnip so readily, now. And Amerifandom is diminishing in size, we may get down to the hard core of SOO-or^so diehards &s we were before the A-bomb. Or was it the V-2?So I would accept the belief that it may never be feasible to publish a monthly s-i promag in Kurope*--at least, not in the near future, nut I would eXx-ect this to only slow up the growth of European fandom, not forestall it. And things may definitely change, who can tell what effect that artificial satellite will have on public imagination? It should be fun to watch. ((And here I must admit another goof I’ve mado. nut maybe I’d better let wh toll it.. .))W'AnT BhNSTING, huppichteroth/bicgkreis, Velken, Germany, sez.. would you be so nice to inform Joo Gibson: hirst 1 want to thank him for his good advice, I’m always willing to accept, but - sorry to say - he is informed quite wrong.’ hirst: UTOrlA with its letter column is monthly, not quarterly. becond; The bhCD was announced in UTOrlA and will be ((has been, came out two weeks ago)) announced again in the uTOxIA-bonderband, the first German bh-quarterly-magazine. Third: The letter column in UTOPIA appears with the full address of the writer. Gear Joe. what do you think I published the list of members of the ShCD so .h 1 ‘ Qnly to start a ’worldwide’ correspondence/ as you advised me.1 want to get the fans accquainted.- but I don’t want somebody to pick up ’my’ addresses and start his ~ ‘-.own club, (because of lack of own 

Ht again/11
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■ brain substance.) nut - and that is the main probolm, Joo - there are two types of stf fans: the chap who is seriously interested in sf and scientific probelms, and the other chap who is interested in fannish fandom, (who doesn’t Rnow why a bullet comes back to Barth - and doesn’t care, either) out I don’t understand why these two types will not unite. All the same, you call both silly - perhaps you are right, but in any case it’s better than standing around waiting - for nothing to come. Believe it or not, Joe, wo will make it/ ((bo you see now that UTUxIa is monthly, as I said before. Tne reason 1 didn’t know about it is that wait and 1 had a trading agreement set up, which wasn’t too clear, and I thought 1 was getting OTOrlA all the time. The truth is that I only got a few issues 



wait sent mo a while back. I didn’t bother to look at the dates, not Knowing much German at the time, and only glancod briefly at the pics, from stf movies inside. So when I was writing the editor’s note last issue I merely figured back to the last copy of UTurlA I’d received and based my opinion on that. You can see it was wrong. Jf'rom what I’ve heard, the UTOrlA that comes out the most often has the worst stories. This is probably the truth, as the one that does that (once every fortnight) contains usually space opera of no great worth.In reply to Joe’s question about the reviews of YKS and aiWRO: YKS has folded after three quick issues, all within one month, I believe.Ann Steul might put out a German-language fanzine with stroies and maybe a few articles, and Jim and I have been contemplating putting out a small mag called ‘’Review*’ or something (put down that ax, Vern.’) which does just that. Probably Jtmglish-language books for the Gerfen, more in the con report, I hope. ))LEE RIDDLE, FNCA, USN, USE CASCADE (AD 16), FrO, i^uw York, W. Y., rambles.... Joe Gibson makes a good point on the troubles continental fandom would have in getting organized, but what ho fails to remember is that fans have always found a way of getting around such barriers as language and currency restrictions, with the world at so-called peace today, there aren’t too many governmental restrictions within free Europe and I am sure that some of these years, German fandom will again rise. I say '’again'1 for I believe they were strong in the past, although not known as fans.VOID can be a good rallying point between English, American fans and the fans in Germany and surrounding points. Jan Jansen does a good job vith the Dutch and Belgian fans, and you can do just as well with VOID for the German fans. If you could get a good translator and print a few reviews of American books and fanzines in German and circulate throughout the few German fans that you know, you could have a good selling point for VOID. Phe American fans would ask for VOID to see the German section, and the German fans would write for it to see the latest prozine and fanzine news in their native language. I don’t know if you can work it out, but there’s a suggestion for you. I thought the Flemish section in AiurHA was its best feature, although I couldn’t read a woid of it. ((Sorry, ±ee, and the others who suggested something else along this line, but I can’t do it, For one thing, there is actually no real reason for it. There is already one German-language fanzine, ANDRO, while Ann Steul and Jim and I are considering putting out our own. Also, Alaus Unbehaun says ho might bring out more issues of YKS in the future, if he can find the time. aaaHa put translations in because it needed a selling point. I don’t. VOID is the sizt> I want it now, and any increase in circulation over, say, 25, would put us in bad. As it is now we can barely squeeze by on the paper, stencils, and ink. So I think I’ll keep VOID as it is now, with maybe a gradual increase, if any at all. After all, there are 150 Gerfans, and my circulation can’t handle even half of them.))RON bENNETT, 7 Southway, Arthurs Avenue, harrogate, Yorkshire, England, comments.... I must disagree with Joe Gibson’s remarks on the beginning of fanzines, which is a broad generalization and nothing more; I’m suprised that Joe seems to consider it nicely pigeonholed as fact. For instance — and forgive me for speaking of only myself here, though I know it’s true of many other fen I know -- I write to about 100 fen up and down England, the Continent and America. I rarely repeat myself, why then is it easier to mimeograph 50 copies of a fanzine than it is to write 50 letters? I put out the letters and the fanzine. xlOY at least didn’t start in the way described by Joe, and I don’t know of a fanzine which did, considering I’ve been in on the beginning either directly or very very indirectly of ORbIT, THl NEw FUTURIaN, bEw, ruOY, aRCTUaUS and BirED. rerhaps the nearest approach is with the Personal3 Column of NEW FUTURIaN, though as far as I know iiichael Rosenblum I O 



hasn’t oven the time to put tho mag out those days (True. I saw hichaul this afternoon, >result being that I1m cutting the letter section for him.) never mind write letters] As for a continental fan being able to afford those high-priced American prozine subs! Ha! I was charged 25 Erancs in Antwerp for Galaxy (I’m not sure if it wasn’t 35, but we’ll lot it go). This works out at 3/7d for the mag, which is around 48 cents of American money. Anyone want to work it out? On the whole though GIGGING was an interesting article and I’ll look forward to seeing Joe and hrs. Gibson in London in ’57. ----------------------- --------- ---------------------------- ----------------------- ------- ---------. ........ ................... ‘’Harrogate in ’ 58, " — Ron Bennett . ...... ..............  (IT KfilTeve Joe was referring to the early fanzines, Ron. Ofcourse nowadays we.don’t have to have zines that give out iniormation. Oni’j,', back when fandom was just coming into being, the news was mostly about stf, writers, mags, and the like. Something like a newszine would, be the best description of the early mags. And it is easier to mimeo 50 copies of a aewszine than repeat the same stufi1 in 50 letters,))ROSE EBERT, Nurnberg, Kappengasso 8, Germany, queries....... You don’t expect me to pass on these quote cards, do you? In the first place I don’t know anybody 1 could send them to unless I just pick at random an address out of the avalache oi zines that’s been hitting me lately, Thore’s even less chance of my passing on those lucky.chains. If I'm not mistaken, such stuff is forbidden in Germany (when using the mail for it, anyway) but that’s not the reason, What would 1 do with 48/ women? I could get along with even one. Seriously Greg, doos one have.to do things like that to be happy and gay? Is it tnen true, that most civilized people have lost the ability to make fun to such an oxtent that they, have to go to extremes, go to any length to procure what they think it is.I’ll explain; This hunting"for laughs in, what 1 consider a rather hectic matter looks to me like addiction. Tho simple dose doesn’t work anymore, the system doos not respond to it anymore. So one goes and takes a double dose and then even a stronger one, until what one takes has no resemblance any more to the natural thing (fun) one started with. ^It s a kind of perversity, as I see it. It’s over-heated, a hot-house iun really with a vegetation that could not stand up under our climate, could not be considered fun any more except by the hot-house people. Now I take iun, whenever I run across it. There’s enough, if you keep your eyes open, without having to hunt for it, artifically create it even. Theoretically 1 should side with wait ((Ernsting)), I also am for stf rure and simple,but knowing neither of the adversaries personally I’ll have to refrain from judgement. As I feel today I don’t want to meet anyone!I expect fans don’t live in harmony with each other all the time, (perhaps they do so only occasionally, even) after all, one has to nave a 'marked individuality (or maybe crazy?) to become a fan in the first place. They couldn’t be expected to live together as peacefully (?) as normal people. They all like sf, but this seems to be a precious stone to them, everyone puts into a quite different setting than the next one, so when they join hands there are scratches. I don’t know.tyuite suddenly it dawned on me what’s wrong with fannish fans. You extroverts, all of you, bloody extroverts. You’re turned inside out like the corpses in a left-handed league, and when I get around to putting that into a story you’ll get it. Another question. What do you get out of these quote cards? Is sending them a sign of your affection? ((.’)) I’d like to get hip to the ways of fans and there’s no better way than asking. Anyway, it did me good to write, even though you probably can’t make head or tail of this letter. ((To be honsetly truthful and stuff, I’d better say that Rose has been informed that we aren’t extroverts and don’t go in for too much fun. Before you write insulting letters for me to print, maybe I ought to ?lso mention that hose understands quote cards now, and 1 think understands what fannish fandom is. and don’t look at me, ’cause I only sent some quote cards and a chain letter I received from Ann Bteul. But there’s more....))



you are too young for that. If

HOGE EBERT (con •d)... You know, I got the hang of those quote cards, will try them my- Z—W"self sometime. /p> \1 feel proudly honored ((??)) fe’ q •by your answering that swiftly - or -Y"was it just that you folt stung by the expression extrovert? after all, > \roughly all people are - ox* better - can be classified as either extroverts or introverts, it doesn’t necessarily have to reach the stage where it rightly should bo called perversity or madness. EVERY nOREau BEING IS NORMAE ONuY BECaUSE THE aBNORmAD . THREATENS HIM TO aEEx HIS BadANCE.Mental illness never is something frighteningly new in a person’s make Up, but just the loss of balance. Did you ever - not even once - doubt your sanity? Thon you never looked into yourself objectively. But then, perhaps one would treat all psycopaths, the whole thing would be reversed and there would be more sick people than sound ones and that of course would mean that mental illness in ’’normal'’ as normality means majority. Don’t take it hard, for - after all - who is to define what still is sound? Wu would have to have a demi-god to do that. Anyway, the American school of psychology sets the eguation:maximal adaptation = optimal developmentI protest. Adaptation, is necessary, yes, oven vital - it may be, always makes for mediocrity, a person is not ill, because he has difficulties in adapting, bo why be shocked at expressions like that? The first time a person looks into himself he is shocked.I don't know whether you follow my line of thought, but anyway, thinking of such matters always ends up with two quotations, which hold everything there is to be said about it. Ono is from nord Byron out of ’Tian- fred and one from an unknown science fiction writer, whose name I have forgotten; ’’who knows the most must mourn tho deepest o’er the fatal truth for the tree of knowledge is not that of life” and, "To know this and still do the job, that means being human.” ((This is almost the same viewpoint presented by David Hiosman in The ■egncly Croud, a book on the changing type of the world. There is aTondency today toward conforming, and this doesn't look good from any viewpoint, hose and I have been trading viewpoints back and forth on this for a while now, and I was wondering what you think. Comment?))ROSE EBERT, again.... Stf is moat to mo, and you just serve gravy. Now I’m all for a hearty diet, I'll keep VOID until I’m toothless, I might enjoy the gravy, then.. xossibly the word gravy has a second meaning in American slang, I don't know, but almost suspect it because of words like "gravy train”. I want to state that I moan no second meaning. Sf is the main course, fans and their activities arc additional - well, say salad and the like. I like gravy, and 1 like salad, but not witnout meat. If there’s not meat in the gravy, I always suspect it comes out 01 a tin, it's not the real thing at all, and I’m of a suspicious nature concerning people's shabby motives so I've got to ask you.



Across yohr heart and. hope to die) Is it si' youii^o talking about or just a part oi xandom who happen to be your friends besides - possibly - being readers of stf literature ? ((This is what I moant a while back a* bout surcon opposition, tho Hose isn’t of the same opinion now as sho was when she wrote this letter. The Gorfans arc mainly interested in stf. Just as it was in tho States about 25 years a£jo, tho fans don’t care much abou^ .fannishness, Only a few, usually tho ones who have had contact with tnc outside world (off tho Continent) are the people interested in fandom, Hut as to wny I don’t print more stf. In Germany there’s already uxOxiA and all the pocketbooks you want, Tho normal reader has a large amount ox material to choose from, as translations and origional novels are printed very o^ton. If I wore to print any sf I would have to take amaucur suufi, which you’ll have to admit isn’t very good, and I can find more.entertaining material that doesn’t pertain directly to science fiction, Jot your meat elsewhere, , .And now that hose has finished for this issue, we will skip to another femme-fan, tho Wetzlar witch,..))ANN STEUh, 17 Falkenstrasso, Wetzlar/nahn., babbles.,.. UPON HEADING VOID ........upon roading Void I could not help noticing how much bettor this duplicating business ^s, how nearly perfect tho make-up and how lousy tho comments of its. editors arc.upon reading Void I could not help wondering why I should receive such a nice build-up in that story about our meetings and I pondered on the idea of presenting my side of the story - which I might do at some later date, upon reading Void I was amazed at me multitude of ideas I managed to ^atch out oi the eggs lain within its ^ages - and how grateful should the Ou.d hen be to the editors, who cannot help being what they are.Void 1 immensely enjoyed several argumentative statements that mxghu crop up at some later date, I’d rather postphone the intended murder till the victnas are unaware of things to come - and from time to time would 1 not have liked to turn the tender delicate necks of certain twins, much beloved?upon reading Void did I enjoy the letter column??? You bet your sweet doggone life I did.’.’.’ Especially several santimonious references to a certain personality who takes everything personal.upon reading Void I once more took deep pity on a certain hrs. uenford who was most certainly not aware of things to come on a certain cold day m Janurary roor dear lady indeed. Those monstrous brats,’upon reading Void I wondered what their Father felt when he came home tired and weary?upon reading Void I wondered what a certain he-goat might bo up to io oni^ a he-goat could judge whether certain persons belonged to the goat family and.if they were of the same or opposite sex. was the Irish grass this summer? fori he-goatie’ Howupon reading Void I thought that another number of F might be more important than anything else, nobody could take that lying down’Voi^ 1 seeniod to remember that I said something about subs t anzines -nob on no more reading, which should take care of a certain he-goat bloating around. ((Sometimes I wish I weren't so close to Wetzlar and then maybe I wouldn’t get letters like this.)) we^ziar,hay SCOFFER, JR., 4541 Tt ird St. N.w., .Pleasant Hills,Canton, , ,no, disillusions,... Sorry to disillusion you. Julain rarr and all connected with German fandom, but VOID is not the first fanzine to be pubbed in Germany. In 1953, Claude Hall, published asmaU mag ?hat d^rWUted yi™arlly to bntish and American fans; thus, iFcould not, of course, be termed an actual German fanzine as only a couple of German fans at the time were on his mailing list due to the dormant state o -rfandom at the time. For the likes of me I can't remember tho name 



of Claude’3 mag (I have a couple copies around the louse somewhere but my efforts have been futile to locate them) as it was rather an insignificant mag, consisting primarily of editorial ramblings, You know, one of those mags that one must stumble through, snort in disgust, and heave it against the bedroom wall in a mad effort to forget the unfortunate experience. Thus, my reason for forgetting the title. But I do recall it was published in Germany while Claude was stationed there in the service of the U.S. Army * * the only reason I recall the editor’s name is that Claude is extremely well-known for his tremendous output of crud. Anyway, it was the first fanzine to come from Germany (Hamburg), but in as much as it didn’t contain any material by members of Gerfandom, I suppose we can cross it off the record because of its insignificance and complete disregard for Gerfandom. Eurthermore, VOID is a long sight better and more so deserves the honor of being Germany’s first true fanzine. Hope you two lads continue with VOID for many more issues and I say this for two reasons; (1) I always enjoy reading foreign mags as to learn and understand the opinions, thoughts, etc. of fans in other lands - - not only in reference to stf, but also on political, religious, social, etc. matters. (2) As much as I enjoy foreign mags, on occasions I grow tired of the many British mags that reach my mailbox, as the majority of them possess a similar atmosphere that makes one British mag hardly distinguishable from the rest, with the result that a change in atmosphere and approach is desired - - VOID is the change and a delightfully welcome one, bleieve me.In regards the movie, ’The Conquest of Space’. I likewise saw this and thought it stank. I beg to differ with you, Jim, for it definitely was not factual. In fact, it was a farce. Of course, 1 have an extensive college background in the physical sciences and the errors in the movie probably weren’t quite so obvious to the majority of its viewers. This is net meant to be an insult to your intelligence, Jim; merely a suggestion that you be more loary of the Hollywood efforts in the future, as Hollywood has never made a 100^ factual stf movie, and probably never will. Take the space station in the movie (who in Ghod’s name I ask you, wants it - - did I hear a bid from Vargo Statten) - - it did not conform to the basic laws of mechanics for a large number of reasons, of which there are so darn many that I won’t even bother to go into detail else I run this letter into a borosome technical article. But the space station wasn’t the only thing that sickened me, as the rocket was also plagued with scientific errors, such as the ’space speed indicator’ that read both zero on earth and Mars. The same speed indicator being used on both planets is an utter impossibility due to the difference in size and mass of earth and Mars; the speed at which the two planets travel through their orbits also makes the use of one indicator a farce due to the differences in orbital speed of the two planets. And then there was the rockets’ encounter with the asteriod, it moving at relatively the same speed as the rocket, which means a mighty slow asteriod - * a tried ast, so to speak. And when the rocket blasted away from the asteriod there was no acceleration to speak of. When they reached Mars, our Space Cadets go around without pressure suits, a risky business, I’d say.’ Then, to top off the whole lousy mess, our Cadets insist on righting the rocket for takeoff, disregarding the well-known fact that rockets do not have to be pointed in an absolute vortical position in order to achieve a danger-free takeoff. The characters in the movie were absolutely fabulous. I received the impression that possibly they were the 'Bowery Boys’ cast in new roles. I suppose our friends from Hollywood figured that they’d best present ’adverage Joe's’ to counter-attack the public’s conception that scientii’ic-minded people are queer ducks. Bosh ' ’ .’ ((Maybe this is why Jim changed his column; at least it's. safer.))d ry ERIC BENTCulMEE, 4?, Alldis St., Great Moor, Stockport, Ches.,I / England, inquires.... As this is the first issue I’ve seon it



camo as a pleasant suprise, although, it is sent to mo because I am a ’ wrong Door’, I may possibly be getting the mag under .false pretences...what is a Wrong Door? I know that if you happen to be a female the one marked 'Gents’ doesn’t offer much hospital!ty,..and I know what a Door is when it’s not a Door, but this one has me.Is it some subtle, esoteric phrase born of Ger- fandom to baffle the minds of other fandoms ?((I’m afraid Door Eric doesn’t have his glasses with him, or he would have recognized that word. Or maybe this typer* doesn’t cut too well. But I a-Door this machine and ain’t gonna part with it. And I Door you to make me change. 1 is unmoveable.))WALT WILLIS, 170 Upper Newtownards Load.,Bellast, N. Ireland, comments... VOID is coming along like a house on fire, isn’t it? ((Well, Archie riercer burned his copy, if that's what you mean.)) / Thank ghoodness there’s only one flaming story, but even that was comparatively innocuous and I enjoyed all the articles.Bart of the interest of Joe Gibson’s piece was trying to find out what he meant in certain passages, if anything. The last sentence, for instance; does ho imply that no one here would wish to get accquaintod with him unless he brought his pretty wife along? I hope not. Honestly, fellow Europeans, Joe isn’t that bad. I spent a day and night with him in a bus with the temperature in the 90’s and he was still able to make me laugh with his Toxas drolleries.Ernsting’s piece was fascinating in its way. I didn't think anyone except Forry Ackerman still believed in science fiction that way. I sympathise with him in his struggles, but I can't help wondering if bad science fiction isn’t a worse enemy of science fiction than no science fiction at all.First and Second Encounter 1 found very interesting indeed, and I was awed at your optimism in planning a Convention in Germany. We’ve had fandom in Ireland for eight years now and we still go white with fear whenever anyone suggests a Convention in Belfast, why don’t you hire one of those Rhine rleasureboats and come and pick us all up? ((And spend all our bheer money? That wouldn’t work at all. I don’t think Courtney would rent us even a leaky skiff for $15.))DICK EublNGTON, 299 Riverside Dr. Apt. 11A, New lork 25, N.Y., remarks... Was due for some remarks myself on now much continental fandom resembles early American fandem but it seems the old Maestro Gibson beat me to it. Not that I was around either during first fandom, but I have read quite a bit about it and know quite a few of these fossils. Saha is one of the denizens of this Sian Shack affair I’m inhabiting right now. Not that first fandom sounded particularly interesting. Like somebody remarked someplace else, (I forget where) just lately, there wasn't much in fandom until the advent of sixth fandom, at least, not for happy go foofnick people like me.Ernsting’s bit. This is definitely what I moan by resemblances to early fandom. Sob in throat, eyes turned skyward and very starry and a very definite sense of wonder present. Reckon us pore jaded fen are too old to really get this spirit any more. (Come to think of it I don’t even remember having it.) But it is familiar and not at all undesircable, despite the sneers of the cynifen.And it's most handy, us having you over there I mean. How would wo find out so much about all these doings over there otherwise? I mean of course from the personal end that is. IT1 comments and second hand tales via Jansen are all very well and good but this gives us a look we wouldn't i O otherwise have had. ’’This” being VOID of course.



he Trimble, Six ishes and such is all well and good but EOxt u-OD’s SAKE DON’T rUT OUT AN ANNISH’.’ .’ .’ ’ »Ah, but the printing has improved. Gould it be that decrepit machine or no you’re learning more about its little idiosyncrasies? Dave Mason could take the most decrepit, bedraggled, cougning and sputtering machine made, work with it for awhile and when the spirit moved him turn out little- works of art on it.we used to have another one to the tune of tne Notre Dame song that went; Sheer, bheer for old O’Dea high,You bring the whiskey, I’ll bring the rye.Send the freshmen out for gin, Don’t let a sober soph’more in.We never stagger, we never fall, Wo sober up on wood alcohol, While the drunken faculity, Goes staggering down the hall.« Went downto seo the Bulmers off a couple of weeks ago. (Now therewas a brawl.) By now they’re either homo in Tresco or off visiting ‘Oblique house recounting fannish adventures in the States to WAW. ((well, that song is a 1 i.t11 o old, Dick, about 30 years, to bo vagy.o. Maybe when I ask- ed you about the old songs, I should have said ’no old rhymes aloud.’))TERRY CARR, 134 Cambridge St., San Fransisco 24, Calif., mutters.... VOID, by the way, has boon usod before as a title..I think two or throe years ago. The mag saw only ono issue, as far as I know, and achieved no prominence, but it still got to the title before you. And possibly it was used before that. The title "Out Of the Void" has been’ used for editorials, too...Ian Macauley’s COSMAG, circa 1950-1952. ( (Hmmmm. Now that I have tho mag going, somebody tolls me it’s been used before. When wo decided on the title I looked it up in Tho Immortal Storm and also asked around fandom for two months. Nobody told me/ But as to'Ian’s title I WAS IN THE aSFO BEFORE COMING OVER HERE’ But the title fit so well I asked Ian for it and since he didn’t object I went ahead with it.))JIM BINWOOD, 10, Meadow Cotts, Netherfield, Notts, England, informs.... Two main things are happening in England now: (1) a sudden boom in war stories (Eanther has devoted its whole printing Programme to it) and (2) interest in stf. $ FTV has dragged Prof, ^uatermars from the depths of Terooma Rocket kango to do a sequel to "^uartermars Experiment", which you’ll seo as a iHm. The plot wasn’t origonal, usual stuff, alien parasite invasion. Rather liko Burke’s Twilight of Reason", but far more horrifying.. All leading book companies in Britian have started printing ’S series’, mainly US stuff, but a few British authors are representedWell, that ends this letter column. Sorry for the length, but there wasn’t much to print besides the letters and (I hopo) the conrep. Sorry also for the hunks of egoboo I let slip through. But then, everybody has to get something out of life. To each his own, otc.Before you start blasting me for it, I want to say that I temporal*!^ went out of control (the nice way to say it) and used all those puns. But then they aren’t so bad, if you take into consideration the awful puns Jawn ne^rii? had in tho willis Christmas card....ech. •Some of those would make the most fearless a moung us wreath in pain.



0 U I OP I H E

Please excuse the hurried appearance of this issue, but it nas to be that way. Actually, tno, the last part or the mag, ic, the conrep, is the only rushed part. This is due to the delay we will have to go through in order to attend the con, write the report, stencil and mimeo it. The aim of this, of course, is to get tne news out as soon as possible, in other words, scoop everybody. I have a sneaking suspicion that Jan Jansen is going to try to get out Aiu Ha soon after the con, but i may be wrong.The reason Jim and Julian have their review columns after the lettered is sort of complicated. Hirst Jim wasn’t going to do any column at all- because the shipment of books from the states hadn’t gotten in yet. Then, when the books came in a snort while ago, he still couldn't because it would take too long to read tnem. out he got to work (a very disgusting habit), and the result is the column, tho it had to be held over to the last (can’t read that many books in a few days, you know) and is short. Julain’s column was held up because wf didn’t get AiWRO out till two days after J^nas, the November ish, at that. I don’t even know if Julain is going to have a review yet, even, as this is typed on the 30th of December, and it hasn’t arrived.I suppose I must apologize for the horrible repro in the first of this issue, too, because it’s just that. About of the copies either Had small under or over-inked sections (or large, for that matter) in tnem. tie had troulbe with the ink screen and the blamed things wouldn't work right; ink smeared and stencils wrinkled, fortunately, however, we managed to get the wrinkles out by a long process of stretening the stencil and coating our hands with ink. Some of the stuff hasn't come out yet, and it’s been four days. I hope it's not too hard to read, and we vow to do better next time. Also I've shoved the margins out as far as they’ll go, and unless the staples get in the way I think you’ll be able to read it. won’t you? But ONE thing I don’t think I’ll get any gripes over is the green paper. Not so???At long last we've gotten another artist, Jim ninwood, to scrawl for us. And good scrawlings they appear to be, too. No comments?In order to maintain our schedule we're going to have to get out an issue a month after this one. About early, early, feb, I'd estimate. Bo if you want your letter printed and your material publsihed (hint...hint....) get it in as soon as this reaches you. On second thought, it will be late Heb, not early. If you get this around, say the 10th to the 20th (or even up to the 25th), please air mail your comments or whathaveyou. I'm going to need material quick, and any contributions, no matter how small, will be greatly appreciated, but please make it pertain to the Continent....I nonestly never thought anyone would take this chola thing seriously, when it started out in the third issue, it was splashed all over the mag in an attempt to copy the 'net’s Clean Up fandom' movements, xerhaps we aped it too well. j. thought it was obviously a satire, out no one else did, so we tried another, toned-down, attempt. iStill no one caught on. Andy Young said he thought it might be a satire, but he wanted to head off a possible sorcon movement. Ha.' A likely excuse. But it's gone a little further than we expected, and now tne time has come to reveal the truth.



/CHOLA IN N0N3EN8EJ’* Hear? No, I didn't moan all those things about 'cleaning up fandom1, No. Bheor is Ghod, u-hod is bhoer, Not to mention bloch and Willis,honestly, tho, can you imagine (as bonny Sodek pointed out) anyone in Germany not liking bheer, or just plain old beer? See now obvious it is? why didn't you guess before?Really, I thought everybody would get it...............Riease note the now address on the contents page, for bnglish, Holland, Belgium, and Gerfen, we have moved at last, also, we have a few one-shots left over fro.; back in '55, so if any of you want a copy, feel free....Sorry to say, YKS, the German fanzine, folded shortly after the last i&sue went out. The reason was given,as I can translate it, but isn't too clear. Seems Klaus had too little time for his movies, and since they were his first love, YKS went to the dogs. He put_out three issues before the announcement about it came out, and I think I can say that they were the best any Gerfan has ever put out. The third was really a whopper, being 33 one third size pages, and containing a lot of materila, mostly fiction. Klaus says he might bring YKS back in the future sometime, though, and Ann Steul will probably start her zine sometime soon. As it looks now, tho, we aren't going to publish a zine, but make a special review section in a German fanmag for the Gerfen to learn about stf inside and out of Germany, but that’s tho way it looks now, and might very well change soon.Since 1 may have something to say about the con that wouldn't fit into a report, possibly it would do some good to leave a little space to gab in (that’s a pun, son), below this everything is written after tho con, and probably while I’m dead tired.No, not exactly dead tired, but almost. This is the Fridayafter the con, in case you want to know, and tho conrep has just been finished, xlease excuse tho hurried appearance of it, but it is hurried, and nothing can cure that except time, and that 1 ain’t got right now. And for the next issue, what about your opinions of the con, Gerfen? wo'd like to have your ideas, too.before I forget it, Julain wants me to ask all of you fans outside Germany (not you, JJ) just who amoung you would like to correspond with a Gerfan (or Gerfen, if you want). If you would, write me, and please state which language you wish to write in. There’s only Gorman or English, but you do have a choice.... I will give you the addresses and, if you wish, get someone with tho same interests as you. This is all for an increased amount ex’ letters between Germany and the outside world, which will help a lot.Julain’s review is a little long, 1 know. But this is a strange type of review to write, too. In this case the reader doesn't have a chance of knowing what the content of the mag is, as he can't read German. So JR has to go over every point, since no one would know what ne was talking a- bout if he didn't. In itself, it is a review of the SKCb, which composes about five sixths of Gerfandom, and I feel that this is the sort of material VOID is intended for.I hope we can get this issue out soon, at least before reb sets in, 'cause there are stacks of letters to answer right now, and I hate to leave them be. All you people to whom I owe letters, please forgive me for being late. If you receive this in place of a letter, please don't stop writing, because I will answer as soon as possible.well, the ^etzCon stencils have to be typed and run off, and tnen Julain’s review hasn't arrived yet. riease forgive the rushed issue, and DON'T YOU DARK NOT wHITh.'.'’ — - gab
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1’ve been ^retty busy lately, therefore these reviews aren’t nearly as complete as they should be, for which I am sorry, we seem to get quite a few of these Ace Double-Novels over here and not enough of the other titles.THE DT^RS ARE OURD by Andre Norton is anotaer of these Ace things, it‘s a reprint of the juvenile edition from the states. nowever, Norton seems to let a little adult writing (if there is such a thing; creep in which adds a bcliev^able vein to an otherwise blood and thunder hack job. The book is divided into two parts, the first being Terra and the usual escape from a crushing yarn that has been written and rewritten. Though Norton can’t be blamed i'or this, since she makes it very enjoyable. The second part, Astra, is the after escape story, and perhaps just a little bit bettor than the first part. As I said before, an entertaining blood and thunder tale peped up with some adult writing.The other side of this is 3 FaCed OP TIME by dam ricrwin, Jr. 1 started into this with hopes of finding a novel of the same level as its partner, but was throughly disappointed. I will say no more.) The next Ace Novel is a reprint of ONE IN THREE nUNDRED/V which I recommend and Dwight \f, Dwain’s THE TRANSCODED HAN.
I ^\J Since I haven’t had the time to read Swain’s novel, I can’t{ / j ) give any review of it.DO1V1E AROUND AMERICA by Jack Williamson is the other half 
^^0 of an Ace. The book is about just what the title suggests. Theblurb roads; ’’were they the last oasis on an airless Earth?1’ This itself is the entire story of the book, bruifly the plot centers a- round the hero, one Barry Thane, Ring Guard, wno single-handedly does almost all the action in the entire book. The ring ne guards is something like a force field to hold in the life of America from the outside world, which was destroyed by a cosmic halocast. Eventually Barry, in true style, saves the world and brings everything back to a neautiful reace. Verdict: Enjoyable hack.The other side of DAA is Charles d. Harness’ FLIGHT INTO YESTERDAY in reprint form. Again I haven’t had enough time to read it, but I think it would be a fairly readable book.DEEr SrACE is Eric Erank Russell’s contribution to nantan. This is a throughly enjoyable book; it’s somehow different from other anthologies because Russell does not employ the shock ending as much as other authors. This is a welcome change, to be able to sit back and read just for the pleasure of reading, not having to expect one big SU1RIDE.’ at the end.Get this.Prom the hardbound field comes THE FITTEST by J.T. nclntosh. In this one mclntosh brings up a very welcome ^lot idea. Not exactly new, but a good job of writing. He has a great use of action and horribly real fear,— and makes an entertaining novel and quite an experience. You’ll remember / ragot's rets for quite a while. Very Good. ---- jnb



Today was the day. And a feverish one, at that, ny semester geography assignment had to be finished, some letters writton, the place put into some kind of order, and then there was a little job,of packing.to do. ihc geography passed the way of all homework (no, I finished it this time), Jim took to throwing clothes in a suitcase, J ohn Hi t ch cock got part oi a reply, and I scuffed junk into a closet. Mo work a tall.A weak before we had managed to run off a batch of quote cards on the school mimeo, of course using a school stencil, paper and ink. c g have made a few more than we needed, since we had a large box nail fu of the thing~About 60 copies of each. I stuck some oi withan interlineation book which was to become the carrier of the lim correspondence between ISECC members at a con, into my vest pocket and hoped they wouldn’t fall out. Jim insisted on bringing along ten copies of VOID to sell (ha-ha) and some food in the form of two candy bars and a box of pretzels.After a quick lunch we piled into the car and drove over to Wetzlar, a scant 13 miles away. Usually we can find Ann’s place ver^ easily, but for some reason we managed to loose the way and wander around lor an extra ten minutes. At last, tho, Jim noticed the (in)iamous ^alkensirasse hiding behind a building and we had arrived. The directions as uo where everyone would be weren’t too clear, and for tnat reason 1 jumped out and followed the path to the front door, mo noise could be heard irom within, so I rang the doorbell and hoped. Jim followed me up with the ~ luggage as Ann answered the door, and I walked in. After the customary greeting with Ann, we entered the study (her workshop) and there, sitting on the couch, wore Jan Jansenand Ellis Hills, The Mew ijerfan. Ann introduced Ellis (I’d already met JJ; see VOID 3) and 1 lound myself liking him almost at once. He’s what I would call the typical Amcrifan , though it’s doubtful that there is such a thing, stands aoout 5'9 , wears glasses, says he’s 25 years old, and cracks puns every now and then. Ellis impressed mo as a quiet sort of person who occasionally raised his voice to ) J either laugh or shout across a smoke-filled conroom.



Jan was the same as ever, and his accent as nondon Circleish (sp?) as it was six months ago. The rarents came in for a short while to moot Ellis and speak to JJand Ann. They left soon, and for a while we sat around getting gencraU-y accquainted and tossing insults back and forth. Ann hauled out her new fanmag, r’AM'Uh (German for ' fandom' ), and I paged through it, noted tne egoboo, and sot it aside until later._EllLs_had_come up_from Erankfurt Eriday_after- you ever published**-a personality-zine it would be filled _ with_blank^ag^s^"___________________ __________________noon"*"so they would have time to translate the tapes he was going to play, something on fuels by willy uey. It took several hours for Ann to translate the thing and type up some copies with Ellis standing by and stopping the tape every five seconds. Jan had arrived that morning after riding all the way from Antwerp on a night train. J J was quite tired from the ride, and I, knowing trains, don’t blame him.being all Trufen we made for the prozine collection on the wall and soon Ann was yelling at us about '’Tearing down the house1', but tne only thing that came close to tearing down the place was a collection of jazz by Ellis. He insisted on flaying the tapes while Jan stood around and listened^ Personally^ I thought the rhythm_was_a_bit_hackeycd,_and^the____  ”rTDid_you_eyer play^husgian^roulette with__a_knif o_?_l^lis^Mills________ whole set of tunes didn’t sound right, but I’m more of the '’smooth1'' class, and wouldn’t appreciate any of the off-on-the-wrong-foot stuff, bills told me all about tne IdbCC, which 1 later joined, and all about the EateOHER and the fact that baccy Higgs never cuts a letter. Shortly afterward we picked out Ann’s collection of "captain Marvel" comics. Amoung other things, she collects ”Donald_Duck1', '’buperboy", "ouper Hat'1 (don't look at me) and a bunch of others I've forgotten. Anyway, we were sitting around looking at fanzines, i>romags and the forementioned comics and every now and then Ellis would pop up with a quote such as: ''whew.' I'm bushed.'1' said the world.’’ or "Holy noloy, my spaceship is out of whack1" These amused me to no end, since I love verbal satires. Especially such nonsense as thi s.Ellis entertained us a bit further with a story about Ellison and the test tube, a tale which has probably been repeated many times.before. However, none of us had heard it, and got a good chuckle out of it. Also he imitated the "Tucker rublic House" speech at (I think) the '52 world con. Really good, if you hadn't heard it.Around six o’clock we__a_te_s upper and goJ-lected a few more quotes. JJ 2 Well,—it's. foodx anyway^Janand Ellis had an argument about what the Germans and blemish call berries, and Ann laughed all through the meal.Soon it became time to leave; Julain Parr called and informed us that everyone was down at the hotel, and hadn't come over to her place because they didn't know the way. So we packed up and Ann went looking for the person who was to drive us over to tne Hotel. She nad a huge suitcase that would have passed for a midgut tank in the dark, and the rest of us had about seven bags altogether. After a short time she and the car, an Opel, came along the road together. This zine goes to many fans who have never seen an Opel. It's one of the smallest cars made in Germany for the family, and judging from the size of it, Germans are either very small or have few children. We debated the possibility of taking the baggage over in the car with one of us (to unload it) and the rest walking, without oven trying to fit into it, Jim and I flipped a coin (we were the smallest) to O/ 



decide who would walk and who would ride, 1 wanted to walk, mostly because of a fear of Ann’s huge bag. But luck was nil, and I had to ride. After loading the luggage 1 climbed into the back seat, and then noticed that, there was some room left, misery loves company, so I called for someone to come along with me. To this day I still believe there was room for just one more in that car. And I’m probably right, Bills piled in, called to Jan, he came, and Ann got in front beside the chap who was to drive us over. But this didn’t work too well, because Jim was left standing outside. No probelm at all. He simply crawled over JJ, Allis, and stretched out over the three of us. There were a few efforts to strangle him as he lay there, but Ellis soon gave up when he found his arm pinned beneath someones leg. No one suffered much, tho, or at least there were no broken ribs, The car jerked to a halt and JJ started moving, so I came to the natural conclusion that we wore there, we were. Only 1 couldn’t tell because there was a solid wall of arms, legs and what appeared to be a head next to mo and the suitcases blocking the window on the other side. But I managed to get out after everybody else and found JJ brushing off his pants (which received a good brush with a mud-coated shoe, and the rest of them looking around. Bor some reason which wasn’t explained I was chosen to haul out the bags, with Ann's ''tank11 full of prozines out of the way it was fairly easy---- but what a stack of mags' Everyone sorted out their bags and we looked at the hotel. It was one of the chain '’Aites Deutsches Haus1’ type, a good chain, too, and looked very respectable, ny heart went out for it, thinking of the things it had unknowingly committed itself to,.....As a body we shuffled in. The desk was a bar for some reason, and lucky for us, 'cause we had Jansen, by agreement we checked in first and gout our room numbers. Or I should say Jim and I did, for Ellis and Jan wero staying at Ann’s house. We all felt it would be better to get squared away with the conroom and our suitcases inside before we met any fen. It seems everyone but 1 heard a low buzzing of conversation coming from the dining room, and everyone knew it was Julain and crew. Everyone but I, we got the key to our reserved room and Jim and I went up to put our bags away. Bor some reason we had room 6, on the third floor. It was a good room, I think---- there wasn't much cnance to see it---but it held our bags, anyway.Jim and 1 walked back to the second floor, deserted (no books) and then found the conroom. whero the bookstall stood It was located halfwayup the stairs from the first floor, and only about ten st^ps (stairs steps of course) from tho bookstall. Jan, Ellis and Ann had their coats off and were getting out the prozines while waiting for us, and then we joined forces to hunt out any fen in the area. In the dining round a large circular table, were Julian Barr, Walt Ernsting, E. hichter (a pro author), their wives and a few others I can't remember. Tho usual handshaking all around and we settled down at a- nother table. Julian came over and talked for a short wnile until his supper arrived. Jr is exactly the type of person I thought Walt Ernsting would be, and when I mentioned this later he wanted to know if it was a compliment. I wonder, nike many British fen he wears a mostache along with glasses and a conservative suit. An interesting 

rpom:, 'siting a-

and humorous personality comes along with it, making $Hop»i)h'r quite u bargin. wait Ernsting is quite a nice guy r-wXED aa o C.wcuk all around, tho 1 didn't get much of a chance to



speak to him during the entire con.. The group at the table (the Woi zlar Circle?) finished supper while wo talked and drank chola. Julian, Walt and the others came over and sat around the table we were at, a& it was the largest one there. Julian, wh< was sitting next to me, handed over a manuscript which‘proved to be the review of ANDRO. 1 read it a little and gave it to Jim to look over. For some reason he passed it around the front end of the table and the thing drew such comments as: ’'He should pay for the advertising.'' and ’’The end paragraph is good. ’’ After glancing at it for the second time I noticed a few things that should have been cut out, and mentioned them to him. He "Poh^t get bheer ail over my manuscript." — - J?noted them and asked me to m..rk out what 1 didn’t want and give it to him later. Never a minute wasted on this fanzine.Talking went on for a while on various subjects until Walt Spiegl and another fan (whom I didn’t know) arrived. Ellis pointed out Walt as ''Kelp me burn those quote cards,1' ------- Annsoon as ho was inside the door and 7 was the first...no.... second person to shake his hand. Julian is quick on the draw. The Frankfurt Fan is a- round 21 years old, about the same height as Ellis---- 5’9”, and has a constantly-working sense of humor. If you want a sly remark, wait’s your man.Shooting the bull was the main pastime for another hall1 hour or so until two obviously neofannish German boys walked in and sat down at a nearby table. One could tell at a glance they were there for the convention, and Ann was too engrossed in her conversation to got up and greet them, being a member of the committee I got Julian to come with me to start introducing them. Jr got them started off into a conversation and thoy fitted in perfectly.Ann motioned to Jim and I and we noticed it was about time for the official program to start. I remained downstairs in a conversation for a- bout five more minutes while Jim went up to the room for our case of pro mags and books. After dragging Jan away from the table wo walked upstairs and met Jim coming down with the mags. Setting them up didn’t take long, and a good thing, too, for the rest of the fen wore at our backs as soon as they were up. A bookseller from Wetzlar had a display ready and 1’11 bet he cleaned up, ’cause everyone there had a sizeable stack of books. Jim, who keeps track of our collection, found a few items we didn’t have and had them paid for before anyone else could got their paws on them.Jim helped me gather up the zines I had to use in my speech on stf in America and Julian came staggering in under the load of his own. After dumping them on the table for the concommittco all of us went back to the piano near the door and watched Ellis get his tape recorder ready. ThoZ Z Z^ZI®£ H<tHeZ<5°zyZ°I miiis.^ ~Z Z Z Z Z Z it had been provTousTy arranged to have the con commTttee sit in front along with Ellis and Julian----since each was on the program----- Ann, Jim and Ellis preferred to sit off with the others, in other words, chicken out. About this time everyone was settling down and ordering drinks. JF got another bheer and I asked for chola. hy drink never arrived, tho I did seo,Jim sipping on a coke which I know he hadn’t ordered, Julian’s collection of british pro and fan mags for his speech was resting on the table by mine, and throughout the speech he kept holding up the Amazing. 1’d like to know why he had to display that so much, and even more what he said, but it was in the Deutsche sprache and consequently Greek to me.Time came for me to give my speech, and as Ann made the introduction I unscrambled the prozines I was to use. Julian had left the table covered with rubble in the form of mags, books, cards and all sorts of stuff and



s a Minor- miracle 1 even found my speech, ’but then the introduction ended, and 1 rose to pronounce the pear-shaped tones. iMot exactly pear- shaped, as any student of tho German language will tell you, but tones nevertheless. One pharagra^h into the thing 1 had to s£o^ and ask jmn to stipulate that the TIME ThaVEER wasn't the first fanzine, but tne firstfanzine. Three pharas found me floundering around in foreign tones ana disconnected sentences, wait S^iegl had agreed beforehand to take over at about this point, so I let him, and Walt finisned it witnout a sinal-e hitch. Three cheers for iiy Erlend.
s

The speech ended, I thanked Walt, and passed out the zines to be ---- looked over. The main interest after the speech for a short while was a bunch of Movie stills WE had brought along with him, so the pros efforts remained untouched for a while. Ellis and his tape were all set, and Willy bey started his sped on fuels. I caught the first ten words of it and gave up, not because of a bad tape, but it was far more interesting to talk to each other. Ann, in the rush to get to the hotel, had for- ,"That's waht 1 meant, 1 just spelled it wrong?77 gotten to bring the translations of the speech, and since most of the people there who couldn't understand English started conversations. Ellis apparently thought the same way, as he was soon sitting around our group,, too. I remember speaking with Jan, Ellis, Julian, Jim and someone who is a little hazy--can't remember his name--about EaNTUm, Arm's new fanzine. Ellis and Jan decided to to rewrite the IdECC constitution by putting up a platform from the continent. JJ is supposed to be running for se-cretary the point of power in the organization, Ellis for vice-president, and I drew president, a doubtful honor. Ellis told me aboutthe club organ, the EAxjl»OHER, and kacey Higgs, who never cuts a letter.After about two hours I got tired of this and started walking around and talking to anyone I happened to run into, wait Bpiegl was wandering around the same as I and we both walked out to the bookstand, since neither of us had bought the items we wanted, while standing around looking at mags Walt told me a few things about UTOPIA and the plans for a new German promag sometime this year, possibly this summer. 1 picked up a few copies of TWS I didn't One of your parents is the mother of a fool, 11have and decided to leave them there while I checked, downstairs to see if any other fen had shown. We were expecting the Eberts, but unfortunately they couldn't come at the last minute. To me it was a great loss, for Rose was one of the people I wanted to meet and speak to. No one who looked like a fan was sitting downstairs, so I returned once more to tho stand. Walt found some pbs he wanted but they belonged to Ann, so he tried to borrow them. 1 waited while he arranged it and found Ann long enough to discover that the THhlLLIWGa wore hers, Walt and I talked for a while longer and then 1 returned to the group around the committee table.By this time it was late and Julian was trying to get somebody to sample his cognac he had hidden in his room. Since Jan and Ellis had to leave soon for Ann's hauso, they both decided to take a sip (?). Jim went on to see what would turn up (something was bound to) and I stayed behind to speak with waiter Ernsting. But Ernsting was engaged in displaying ^rozmes, so there was nothing to do but find Julian's room. This is where 1 got mixed (a sturring word) up. it seems 1 remembered Julian's room number and not my own. And besides that, I thought his was mine.°tner words, I was under the impression that Julian's room, 2, was mine and the probelm was to find his. So 1 walked out into the hall and stood in front of what I thought was my room. Paint voices were to be heard^^



saying things like: '’Hwimmmm. Very good. 11 "How much is there left?” The voices came my room, well, 1 thought, something is up, opened the door.
and fromand

when I saw jillis, J J, Jim and Julian standing there it dawned on me tnat 2 mignt not be mine, after all. nine was 6. Having thus thought it out in two seconds----plenty of time ----1 walked in and acted like nothing was wrong at all. They never suspected a thing. Jan wanted a smoke with his drink but didn’t have any matches, and no one else did, either. Julian had a lighter, but it was out of fluid and there was no filler available. After a few moments of meditation Ellis came up with the idea of lighting it with cognac, Entire- Julian attempted i,t_ ____ "1 hejp?_he was driven_out_of fandom by your puns.^ --“EM “ deveral times and got nothing but a burnt smell for his efforts. Jan went looking for a match, finally, and we followed him down to the program room.Ellis asked me to keep his tape recorder in his room for the night to which I consented. A few minutes later he told me that v^alt Spiegl would do it, since we were going to have to carry in to the movie, and Walt didn’t have any bags, as we would. Jan, Ellis and Ann had to pack up and leave at twelve, so Julian and I started collecting the prozines we had handed around earlier. Having found them, we mapped plans for the following day and got everything arranged. Ann, Ellis and JJ left, we said good night, spoke for a while with Julian, and went up to the room.I tried reading for a while and managed to finish Julain’s review before paging through EaNTUh and a few other things. At about 1:30 we quit and went to sleep. Around six in the morning someone falling down a flight of stairs woke me up. xrobably a non-fan, I thot, and went back to sleep. //////////My eyes opened. The light was strong. 1 closed them. Presently Jim elbowed me in tne side and 1 opened up again. "Time to get up,”he said.Jim would give me no rest, so there was nothing else to do but get up and get dressed. This was accomplished in short order and the bags were packed oxcept_for some prozines I wanted to glance at before leaving. All squared away, i went out in search of fannish activity. This turned out to be not more than twenty feet away in the form of Walt Spiegl, who informed me that Julian was about ready to have breakfast. About that time JP himself came up the stairs and confirmed the information, we made plans as to when to meet and I wu,nt back to pack the remaining promags.About five minutes later Walt mot us in the hall and we walked down to Julian’s room. He was packing, too, so we had a <fine time making comments on his stf material. The poor chap invited us to look for anyhting oi interest in his briefcase, so we all started sorting out stuff. Eor some reason he was carrying a translation of a novel with him which ran to a- bout 10C pages, a file full of correspondence and old fanzines, promags, and a few old manuscripts. Julian told Walt about the cognac and the lighter, so he wanted to seo all the equipment and the bottle. Strangely, tho, the bottle had only a little left in the bottom, while it had been almost entirely full when we left last night....



By this time Julian was through packing, so wo went dpwnst.airs to have breakfast. Ernsting and some others were, already^eating, so we took ^.Let1 s preserve Bloch in chola. -------gaba table nearby. WE told us he poured’water on some non-fans who were yelling or something around the early hours of the morning, which of course drew comment in the form of ''minor incidents . During breakfast there was an argument on pros which I mostly agreed with, except for the —types of pros.As the room had to be signed out by twelve, we decided to take our luggage to the movie and from there to Ann's house. Jim ran up and got the bags while 1 checked out and we all set out for the movie, a few pictures were taken in front of the hotel and Julian asked someone for directions. Walking through Wetzlar reminded me of a British convention because of the narrow streets and the general atmosphere. Jr said it looked a lot « like his home, but Wetzlar couldn't compare because ''they let monsters walk the street."? Soon we crossed the L»ahn river and got lost, but Jim found the way' _again because he had been over this territory before, and as we neared the center of town 1 spotted the iamiliai1 trench coat of Ann Steul and recognized the others beside her. Both groups were late, so none could blame the other for not getting there on time..Thore was ^uite a crowd, in the lobby, so we just stood around and I tried to get rid of some.of the Quote cards 1 had. Ellis thought it would be a daring stunt to give the ticket man a real faaaaaanish quote card instead of the iakeian things- sold by the management^ His. hopes, were_dampened somewhat_when Ann came JCh°la__and_ c rot tied greeps^ plpas.o_t_"_-_2 Ann around collecting money to buy all our tickets at once, but Ellio persisted in giving one to the guy, and Jim, Jan and I decided uo.do the same. The time approached for us to pass by and one by one we filed by. Ellis hid his under his coat. JJ dropped his. I crumbled mine up in my hand. Jim put his in his pocket. We're all cowards.Ann had gotten the movie "War of the Worlds" for the theatre, so the con group got the special balcony which wus rai.sed_ above the floor. We 2^I_hat_e prot_blpd_grepps..^ Julainhad just settled down when the film started, so the usual fannish wisecracks lingered on through the travel film. Host of us had already seen the movie, but camo along just for kicks.When it was over and right had won out, I got up to leave since I didn't remember the discussion to be held later. Ann made the announce-• ment and 31 people stayed behind, most of them teenagers. Walt Ernsting and a few pros whose names I've unfortunately forgotten stood up and put in the plug for good ole UTOrlA and then started a iroc discussion, which by all appearances was fairly successful. Shortly after it started Jan and Ann started passing notes back and forth abouu iuture plans. And they used my notebook, too.'’ The people who stayed, a more than adverago percentage, kept thediscussion going for about thirty minutes until it was decided to break up and leave. Another film was to be shown afterwards, so we had to vacate the movie soon. Outside we paused for a few minutes to use the movie's poster to pose in front of_for_pictures and then_split_up,_Jim_and_I_re-_ cantt under stand_why_I_call him fan dumb/ _ __________ _ _"turning with Ann's group. A few blocks irom the picture house I happened tc notice a lamp post that lookeo. exactly like the martian ray gun, and everybody started to run in mock terror. Ann screamed and Ellis made slobbering noises, wnile the rest of us just ran, Oi course, every corner we rounded had another one, but Ann, with her clever knowledge of the back- alleys of Wetzlar, soon eluded the deadly aliens and we were sale. y CJ.



Somebody mentioned the c^st of the movie in relationship .o y..... other Gorman movies and it seems it didn’t cost too much aftei’ alx. d I’ll bet Artncopo would have lowered the price, not to mention give a bigger and better picture.As we sloggod down Falkonetrasse with its mud holes, a car came slowly down from the other end of the street. Ann, knowing full well what woul happen, warned us that the auto would probably coat us with water from one of the raany pits which dotted the road. Jim, Jan and I went into a dead run lor the house, and Ellis started jogging along, too. we reached the drive jUst in time’ but b^ this timc the car was moving so slowly it didn’t even splash any water. Ellis hadn't made it, but he did- n t get splashed, either. Ann came along with a smug look on her face.iiuh.511 onJ°^ed a hearty meal at Ann’s and left quickly for the hotel. Ellis had a very heavy suitcase to carry, and I was 4uite happy to let hir lug it all the way, but after a mere block he saoved it into my hands and hade me luck. The Bag weighed at least 50 lbs, or seemed so, and 1 had one heckuva time carrying^ it a few blocks, wo crossed the nahn river again and "Sharks DO bother one, you know.lfJan tossed over a cigarette to see if it would return with the natural backwash.. To everyone's amazement it did, and soon the air was filled with scraps oi paper, quote cards, bits of handkerchiefs and other material which returned in the current. Everyone acted like they had discovered a new scientific wonder and talked about it for somo time afterward..
k had the suitcase back by the time we reached the hotel, sinceboth Jim, Jan and 1 were tired from carrying the thing, everyone was there, Plus a lew who had come over from the movie, and soon our ^arty was spread bo, ic!ur w^nds (or is it five?), a few of us got over at one end of thetable and started a bull session concerning mostly gravitation and logic Thore was supposed to be some sort of conducted public discussion that afternoon, but most of us were content to talk amoung ourselves and not?r>der- ilowovsr> thought we ought to maintain something that looked like a program, and wanted to start the discussion, dhe wouldn t do it herself, and since Jim and I don’t know German, we asked wait hrnstmg lie started a small one in the middle of the table, while on both ends we formed private groups, Ellis told us a few facts about center gravity and irom then on the talk went from books to fandom and on down the.h”6' -sah the end of it Ellis once again, and for the last time, told me that nacey Higgs never cuts a letter.Around 4:30 everyone started to leave 
ii. n . ■ .---------;---- 7--------------- —__ 7,----. and Jim and i cornered Waltvould it be permissible to call the quarters where the overnight guests——_-----——for the wetzCon stay BedWetz?‘* i oter it r anol dbpiegl for a short talk before he left.bpiegi lor a short talk before he left. Ellis, Julian? both waits and the resu got their stuff together and we all walked out to the street. Julian was riding back with, I believe, Walt Ernsting and some other fen, while Ellis was returning to Frankfurt with wait Dpiegl. I shook hands all a- rouna, said goodbye, and left them standing on the sidewalk, waiting for tneir cars. 9 j-ux. J? king back to Ann’s house with JJand Ann, we compared the Twerpcon ^be on2.we were at. As Jan said, as a convention the WetzCon had the Antwerp meeting beaten, and as a party the Twerps had it. Jan was to stay onTuesday*^™h/nnht0 dis2uss.her father publishing ventures, and then on Tuesday leave xor home, stopping to seo Julian for a while Our parents fanzinos°and thk^V^ f Up> 80 wo had a threadlanzim-s and talk. 1 had baroly started on an old HYrHEN when the car drove up and it was time to leave. It was an abrupt ending Lw sorrow, wo both said goodbye and left. P ending, much to myThe con was over.



GEEMAN
E E VIE WANDkOmeda Nr. 2, December 1955. (waiter Ernsting, hup,,1enteroth/biogkj?eis Velken; bimonthly; price Dm 0,50 (lOd or 12£); free to SECD members JThe second issue of ANDROmeda is in effect a detailed survey of tnis strange now land which has appeared on the horizon: Gerfandom. a review of ' ANDRO 2 must therefore become a review of Gerfandom itself. It is with no apologies, therefore, that I set out to oxmine tnis fanzine at some length, bince it is in German, you may even welcome this review as an ’ersatz’ for the original.In comparison with ANDRO 1, the present issue shows maturity* and--self— confidence. The approach is no longer apologetic (although there was good reason for this atmosphere in the first issue, which had the appearance of a rush "ono-shot"). In this fanzine, which proudly bears tne banner headline: ’’Germany’s first science-fiction fanzine," definite editorial policy is evident, and distinct signposts towards future development have appeared.ihe iormat is orthodox: 30 off-white pages in DIN A4 (a large quarto or small foolscap, as you will J. The layout is still, disappointingly primitive: pages are not numbered, and in two places there are large gaps of blank paper. This wasteful practice should stop; it would be easy enough, for the editor or tho duper-operator (Rose Ebert) to lay in a small store of "fillers." Art-work is good; most of it is b^ "ErlChO," whose work is obviously that of a professional. The cover: a cosmic-size "nan" wearing mere hints at clothing and bearing the familiar flaming torch of knowledge, is seen leaping away from tho planet Earth, breaking the symbolic chain of gravity, while reaching out for something which the whirling emblem of the atom is supposed to symbolise. In the background, in order to make ^uite clear what is meant, is the usual space ship. Inside the fanzine onl^ two of the items nave illustrated headings, but both arc expertly done; other__  wise all tho titles arc typewritten, and this gives tne mag a makeshift appearance. In addition the two centre pages are full of supposedly humorous cartoons. The only one worth reproducing was cribbed from True Magazine the others were by SrlCEO, presumably from ideas submitted by 3ECD members. The space and effort expended on these could be much better used for script titles for the main items in the issue. Duplicating was very clear and sharp, but ink was used most sparingly, so that the resulting "gray on gray" was hard on the eyes.The SECD honorary president, 4sj Ackerman’s contribution to the issue is a short report on the CleveCon, in which he made particular mention of Ken Bulmer autographing copies of the German "‘Utopia" prozine issue which contained wait Spiegl’s translation of his "The Stars Are Ours."Ernst d. Richter, member of the SECD executive and head of the "literary Department" (he is a pro-author of three or four space operas) contributed an "open letter" addressed to the film critic of the Cologne daily Stadtanzeiger". This erring reviewer had committed the unforgiveable
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sin oi' damning tho film "Conquest of Bpace" witn faint praise and irony, and had asserted in fact that "braun's space station still lies far off in the future. " In one sentence he delved deeper: "-/hat is remarkable in this film, which surely aims at sensationalism, is the attempt to demonstrate the helplessness of man in the gigantic strangeness of space... However the human factor, the soul's inadequacies, whicxi will present immeasurable difficulties to space travel, is often almost supressed by the technical element - the ’’free fall game", the encounter witn a planetoid, the earthquake on wars; furthermore the dialogue is dominated by an /American "Gal- genhumor" which makes one think the crew "were members of a Hugby team. "I’ve quoted at such length because this comparatively gentle review led an indignant Walter Ernsting to write a stinging and violent reply, accusing the critic of retreating behind solgans because the film was above his mental level, beyond his primitive and naive standpoint; only an llidio- » tic ignoramus'1 could maintain that space travel lay far in the future: Braun's space station would circle the earth in ten years time, he ended by referring to his intention to have his comments published as an ''open letter"; the critic promptly obtained a court order forbidding publication under pain of an unspecified fine and imprisonment up to six months.' Costs of this judgment to bo paid by waiter ErnstingJThus Ernst Richter’s open letter is coucaed in more moderate terms. » After quoting the errant reviewer in full, he proceeds to tackle every slur, real and imagined, on the film. Ho is able to cite the favorable reception given to it by the German Interplanetary Society (of which ne and his wife are members J, and claims that every scene and incident in the film is based on a scientific foundation "100% guaranteed by the technical advisors."An enterprising young bFCD member had written direct to George Adamski and received confirmation straight from the horse's mouth that "Tho r'lying Saucers Have uandod] ■* Adamski's letter is published here; in it he casually mentions that since the appearance of his book (a translation of which has boon published in Germany) Adamski has spoken to "many mon and women who have come from various planets of our solar system." His experiences will be described in a forthcoming book; for the moment we must be content with his assurance that those people are our friends and bear goodwill towards us: "As long as we too are peaceful." waiter Ernsting published the letter because, "After all, Adamski is, somebody; as to what ho is you can decide for yourselves."Another member, nanfred Schulz of Berlin, brings a item of fan-fiction which is well-written, although in the end the ^lot fizzles out like a damp squib. In an effort to discover how the solar system originated a space "skooter" flics off away from the Earth, gradually increasing speed, when it is travelling at a hundred times the speed of light the occupants switch on a "tyrograph" and "read" the light rays they have overtaken, the light rays which left the solar system at the time of its creation. The tension mounts as the skooter's velocity•increases; tnc pointer approaches the "98x" notch on the dial, only two notches further and they can switch onJ Now road on:"His voice had dropped to a whisper, nis body began to swell, blood spurted from his mouth and his cars, nis eyes protruded from their sockets, staring at the number "98." Ninety-eight times the speed of light.' His companion bc-llowed out, screaming loudly for help. . . With constant speed,maintaining the course laid down for it, the silver globe raced through space. Two burst bodies - human bodies - floated within it..."It is with a feeling cf relief that I wipe the sweat from my forehead and turn the page to the fanzino reviews: LOCO, aliHa, VOID, FaNTaSYQ TIMES, the Australian SF NEwS, and a gentle dig at anno Ste-ul's



FanAWa: ''Very amusing, even though no SF. a good beginning."There follow Letters from readers; Hans Jtlrgen neior and Karl- ^70 Ernst raoch (the; latter is a solicitor, incidentally J discuss the question; where docs the atmosphere end and space begin? a// w?' Heinz Bittner wields a striking pen in his criticism of ^ink- i • =?later's "a World Below1' (Utopia 23) as little more than a middling Africa adventure novel. Three Duisburg fans aim a ■broadside at the recently-started Utopia scries "Dutoctive Stories of the Future; 11 (to which Ernsting explains that \from the beginning of 1956 these "Utopia Krimi’s" would bo completely separated from Utopia SF, and SHOD members (would no longer have to receive them against their subscriptions), kudolf Hetsch theorises that the moon is a captured planet. Klaus Unbehaun (editor of the ill-fated YKS and producer of amateur SF films) lists a number of astronomical distances and orbit velocities. Dioter Horn also dips into his stores of pilfered knowledge and tells us something of the lethal radiation given off by radioactive substances. Winfried Koch ("non-membor") asks where he can buy a model of Braun's three- stage rocket. Kurt -------- ("A Fan in the East Zone") sends greetings to"hr German Science-Fiction" -- fawning which Walt trusting only half- rejects in his comment, and Kaul Blaisdell and Julian Barr have short pharagraphs in English: you seo, you too can send in your comments!Hore follows verse: the title is something like "hasten of the Groat Emptiness" by k. keoso. hy German fails me here - or is it my sense of poetry - on my normally quite bovine tolenance? To me the vense is rubbish; but whatever the quality of the vense, Ernsting has dcstnoyed its effect by publishing with it the wniten's own bS: "Give the wnitun a chance and allow him some poetic licence: e.g. "deep beneath us..." in vense 5 - " remember that the space ship is flying within the field of attraction of the planet... ,md allow a poet his poetical pathos.""Exitus Terrao" by Clark Darlton is fan-fiction, 1 suppose, by reason quality, oven though Darlton is a pro-author (1’11 bide by the fiction that Darlton is his real name). His one-page short on the invasion ol Karth by beings which occupy men’s bodies like invisable puppet-masters attempts the usual "short-short" snappy ending with the double-take, but the plot was very crudely handled, although the writing itself was slick and professional enough.In "The SF Bookworm" wo have a department run by Hein bingenheimer, deputy chairman of the SFCD and head of its "Book Club". Hein deals with queries on the French."Galaxie", on SF serials, and on the American SF Book Club, and goes on to review Germany's top SF item, the kauch anthology of ASF stories, "Uberwindung von kaum und Zoit," (1952), A couple of months ago the SFCD issued a checklist of German SF, containing over 600 titles. Bingenhoimor, who is a bookseller, has now listed the items which arc still^available, together with prices. SFCD members will receive a 20/6 discount from him: British and American traders please copy.'How wc come to Ernsting’s "Club Hews" and an announcement of a third class of membership, whereby one can pay DM 2 (3/4d or 50/) per quarter jrepeivo AwDRO and all other facilities without having to take UTOPIA* other announcements that members can get back numbers of Utopia at ruduc- cd prices; a list of cloven members who have donated cash or books to the Si^CD; .Uranus," head of the science department, will answer queries on scientiiic subjects; Waltraud ("Trude") Ernsting is now SFCD cashier and onus holds the purse-strings’ Only communications bearing the SFCD rubber- stamp aru official; Walter Spiogl, secretary of the SFCD, has opened 0 



the Club Goading library; in response to a query the 8PGD announces that has no, repoat, no political aims! ,Hrhe literary Department hecommunds", a book which will appear shortly in the Ddrner publishing house, Ddssoldo- rf - the gPCD s^al will appear on the dust jacket as part of the publicity blurb’ finally, members are advised of a "purely private'1 meeting of friends of 8? at wotalar, Although all members of the 8 PCD executive plan to attend, this nas nothing to do wita the oigG^rmanGon planned by the 3PCD in summer 1957.The last item, in my opinion, is the high spot of the fanzine: a further list of members, bringing tne total up to 167. Inis indicates tno rapid growth of organized fandom in German; it also includes members in tne Baar, Switzerland, Austria and other countries (1 recently received a letter from a Utopia reader in Venezuela!).why do 1 attach so much importance to all those details? why this long rigmarole? Because the development described here does much to dispel my doubts about an embryo fanclub developing under the auspices of a pro- editor. The 8PCD is now open to fans who do not wish to read Utopia; the SPCD is lending its seal to rival publishing houses and is publicising all German BP; and its membership lists are open for all to see and use. Already the publishing firm Gcbr. weiss has sent all members listed a copy of a new printed newsletter on 6? (with the emphasis on its own publications, of course). Any independent (and in fact rival) promag, fanclub, fanzine or SPCD member can now approach a large number of German SP readers at any time without b^ing dependent on Jtopia or Andro as a vehicle. Anne Steul, Brnsting's severest and most unrelenting critic, has her WotzCon publicized by Andro: this reassuring announcement leads mo to hope that the more personal aspects of the Stoul-Brnsting feud can bo banished; the basic disagreement on Utopia and BPGD policy will remain, and in fact should x-rove fruitful for Gerfandom.To sum up, waiter Brnsting has cleared himself (in my mind; of any suspicion that he might place the interests of Utopia before those of German science fiction as a whole; I am not given to hero-worship, but for mo the now issue of Andro has added much to his considerable service to German fandom. Yet we may still experience the day when the fans ne has brought together with tne Utopia readers department and the GPCD may rise and throw off the confines of those two organs, leaving tnem and Walter Drnsting behind in fandom’s progress.’ ---- Julian rarr(_) you’ve contributed, thanks. (_) lour money is wasted--- you’ve subbed. ( ) member of the Si'GD, ISPCC,_OhrA or a genooine certified swamp critter. (SO Would,you care to trade? ( ) we already trado. (§) Would you please review this? Pretty please? (X) where’s your mag_? (_) lour sub has gone and expired. (__) This is the last copy you get. (_)Could you possibly r_Oply by air mail in_a rush, ’cause the next issue comes out in one month. (_) You are a BNP. (_) You are ( ) Ghod and/or ( )’ Willis. Will you please comment; 20/_is not enuf. (V) You are a wrong doer (notice Brie?). ® 1 like y°u-“ CJ Just for kicks. I owe you a letter. Be patient. (_) Would you care to subscribe^ (_) You did something which 1 can’t remember which warrants a copy. (X) This is a bribe; keep 4uiet^ ® You, too, arc star begotten. (___) Give me money or a good review. ( ) .uotter due soon; don’t proceed with your opinion, there has been a chang'd. (*~) Could you contribute ( ) an article? ( ) a story? ( ) a column? ( ) or "some art work?___________________ ____ __________________________quitting fannisnness to become a proed is going from the ridiculous to the ___________________ __ _______________ sub line. 11 -- me _________________page 34, in case you’re interested


